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Late Roman D Ware (or ‘Cypriot Red Slip Ware’) isthe most common fine ware found on Cyprus and
on many sites in the eastern Mediterranean for the late
Roman period.  For 40 years it has been thought
probably to have been made on Cyprus (Hayes 1972:
371; Meyza 2007: 13).  But now, the team of the Pisidia
Survey Project has found conclusive evidence that all
the main forms of what is known as Cypriot Red Slip
Ware were made in southern Anatolia, confirming
earlier suggestions that this might be a possibility (Fırat
2000: 35; Hayes 2001: 277; Poblome et al. 2001: 119–
26).  The implications of this discovery are multiple and
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Abstract
Late Roman D Ware (or ‘Cypriot Red Slip Ware’) is one of the most widespread fine wares of the late antique Mediter-
ranean.  Its hypothetical origin in Cyprus is challenged by the discovery since 2008 of kilns in Turkey whose products
include the whole of this ware’s standard repertoire.  This paper provides the first detailed account of the discovery of a
network of seven production centres located near Gebiz, 32km northeast of Antalya and close to the Kestros river (Aksu
çayı) and its tributary the Küçükaksu river, from where these products together with agricultural goods would have been
traded inland and downstream to Perge and beyond.  Results of the field survey during which these kilns were discovered
are presented, together with a discussion of their far-reaching implications.  The results establish southern Anatolia, and
specifically the margins of the Pamphylian plain, as the only certainly identified production area of this ware.  By
challenging the origin traditionally accepted for ‘Cypriot Red Slip Ware’, which is distributed throughout the eastern
Mediterranean, the discovery of these kilns raises questions also about other less archaeologically distinct Anatolian
goods which also are likely to have been involved in this exchange network at both local and international scales.  
Özet
Geç Roma D Seramiği (veya ‘Kırmızı Astarlı Kıbrıs Seramiği’) geç antik dönemde Akdeniz’de görülen en yaygın ince
mal tiplerinden biridir.  Bu seramiğin Kıbrıs’ta olduğu varsayılan kökeni, Türkiye’de 2008 yılında bu malın
repertuarındaki bütün standart ürünleri üreten fırınların keşfiyle tartışmaya açılmıştır. Bu makale, Antalya’nın 32km
kuzeydoğusunda bulunan Gebiz, ayrıca Kestros nehri (Aksu çayı) ve onun kolu olan Küçükaksu nehrinin yakınlarında
bulunan yedi üretim merkezinden oluşan bir ağın keşfi ile ilgili ilk ayrıntılı kayıtları sunmaktadır.  Bu malların, diğer
tarım ürünleri ile birlikte iç kısımlara ve aşağıda Perge’ye ve ötesine doğru ticareti yapılmış olabilir.  Fırınların
bulunmasına sebep olan yüzey araştırmasının sonuçları, bunların geniş kapsamlı etkileri ile birlikte tartışmaya
sunulmaktadır.  Sonuçlar, güney Anadolu’nun ve özellikle de Pamfilya ovasının kenarlarının bu seramiğin kesin olarak
tespit edilen tek üretim alanı olduğunu göstermektedir.  Doğu Akdeniz boyunca dağılmış olan ‘Kırmızı Astarlı Kıbrıs
Seramiği’ için geleneksel olarak kabul edilen Kıbrıs kökeninin sorgulanmasıyla birlikte, bu fırınların keşfedilmesi,
olasılıkla yerel ve uluslararası ölçeklerde bu değişim ağında yer almış olan diğer daha az arkeolojik Anadolu malları
ile ilgili sorular akla getirmektedir. 
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will have great significance for the understanding of the
dynamics of exchange in the eastern Mediterranean.
One cannot argue from production sites in Anatolia that
similar products were not made also on Cyprus, but
since so much material in similar forms is recorded on
Cyprus, whether it was made there or not, one can be
sure that Cyprus and southern Asia Minor must have
been very closely inter-related culturally and must have
been actively trading in ceramics and other products on
a scale not previously appreciated.  Furthermore, this
discovery prompts scholars working at sites all over the
eastern Mediterranean region, including Libya, Egypt,
Palestine, Syria and along the southern coast of Turkey,
to question whether southern Turkey and not Cyprus was
in fact the origin of much of their Late Roman D Ware
material.  An implication of this is that other less durable
goods also might have followed the same trade routes as
the pottery which has survived to form part of the
archaeological record.  The discovery of these
production sites therefore has significant implications
for the understanding of the late Roman economy and
confirms the importance of the southern Anatolian
regions of Pamphylia and Pisidia as places of production
much more intensively involved in these trade routes
and exchange networks than previously has been
acknowledged.   
Late Roman D Ware has long been known, having
first been classified as one of the main red slip wares at
Antioch by Waagé (1948: 52).  Since then, archaeologists
and archaeometrists have debated its potential production
centre(s).  In his seminal book on late Roman pottery,
John Hayes tentatively located the origin of Late Roman
D Ware on Cyprus because of its distribution on the
island and proposed that it should be renamed Cypriot
Red Slip Ware (CRSW) (Hayes 1972: 371–86).  In spite
of the fact that scientific analyses of fabrics from Cyprus
have argued that Late Roman D Ware correlates broadly
with results from geological samples on the island
(Rautman 1995), no production centres have been
identified on Cyprus (Meyza 2007: 13, 17–20; Armstrong
2009: 158).  Over the last 20 years Late Roman D Ware
has been discovered in large quantities in southern and
southwestern Asia Minor (Williams 1989: 27–45, 50–51;
Atik 1995; Fırat 2000: 35–38; Vroom 2007: 277).  The
distribution of this ware at sites in Turkey led Poblome et
al. to conduct chemical analyses on sherds from Hiera-
polis, Perge and Sagalassos (2001: 119–26).  They
concluded that production centres must have existed in
Asia Minor and the suggestion was acknowledged as a
possibility by Hayes (2001: 277).  The most extensive
study of Late Roman D Ware, by Meyza, begins by
acknowledging that its source has yet to be established
(Meyza 2007: 13), but despite the fact that by the date of
its publication an Anatolian source had been posited, no
material from Turkey was inspected for the study which
focused on material from Cyprus, Egypt, Libya and
Greece (Meyza 2007: 13).
This important late Roman red slipped table ware was
used from the fourth to the seventh century AD, or through
into the eighth or possibly the early ninth as recently
proposed by Armstrong (Armstrong 2009); it was traded
throughout the eastern Mediterranean and especially in the
Levant, on Cyprus and in southern Asia Minor where it
was a major competitor to Late Roman A and B Wares
from Africa and Late Roman C (Phocean) Red Slipped
Ware from western Turkey (Bonifay 2004; Vaag 2005).  
This paper reports on the recent surveys by the Pisidia
Survey Project of production sites in Turkey located
32km northeast of Antalya near Gebiz, whose products
include the whole of the standard repertoire of Late
Roman D Ware together with other products including
cooking pots and amphorae.  The discovery of workshops
in Turkey of a fine ware which represents a significant
part of the ceramic assemblages at sites across the eastern
Mediterranean, and which has long been associated with
Cyprus, has major implications for the understanding of
the economy of the region.  The fact that products in very
similar forms are found on Cyprus, where they are
thought to originate, may mean the products were
produced in both regions, but at present the kiln sites only
enable us to be certain of production in Turkey.  One
might question whether these production sites in Turkey
are the actual origin of the material found on Cyprus; this
will be a topic for further research.  Whatever the
arguments about the origin of material found at Cypriot
consumer sites, the production sites in Anatolia certainly
demonstrate that the term ‘Cypriot Red Slip Ware’ is not
appropriate for the Anatolian products, and we suggest
that the term ‘Late Roman D Ware’ (LRDW) should be
revived for the time being.
The Pisidia Survey Project has aimed to establish the
locations of further production sites in the vicinity
following the initial discovery of kiln sites in 2008 and to
contextualise them within a mutli-disciplinary approach to
the region (Vandeput, Köse 2008; 2010; Vandeput et al.
2011; 2012).  Of particular importance is the need to
establish through petrological and chemical analyses the
relationship of the material produced with that from neigh-
bouring sites in Anatolia and Cyprus in order to distin-
guish whether the material is different from that found at
sites on Cyprus; but this scientific study will also benefit
from research into the social aspects behind the distri-
bution of the material.  Whether the material found on
Cyprus comes from undiscovered Cypriot production sites
or from these Turkish sites needs to be established, but, for
now, one can highlight the close cultural relationship
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between these two regions where such similar pottery was
used for dining and food preparation.  The discovery of
such material in both southern Asia Minor and on Cyprus
suggests trade in other products and an exchange of ideas
which are less visible in the archaeological record and for
which this material represents proxy evidence.  The
ramifications for those working across the eastern
Mediterranean who have assumed the discovery of Late
Roman D Ware to be indicative of trade with Cyprus are
significant.  The exchange networks of the region may
need to be re-examined and the role of southern Anatolia
in these networks given further attention. 
The production sites
Since the 1980s, the Pisidia Survey Project has conducted
survey in Pisidia, the mountainous area north of the
coastal plain of Pamphylia.  Under the direction of S.
Mitchell work concentrated on the architectural and
epigraphic remains of urban settlements in the west and
southwest of Pisidia and resulted in a good knowledge of
the development of the ancient poleis (Mitchell 1998).  L.
Vandeput has continued the project since 1998.  Since
2001, work has concentrated on the ancient polis of
Pednelissos and its territory.  The city of Pednelissos lies
c. 75km to the northeast of Antalya in the southernmost
fringes of the Taurus mountain range, overlooking the
Pamphylian plain (fig. 1).  Its well-preserved remains date
from the mid Hellenistic to the early Byzantine period
(Vandeput, Köse 2006: with further bibliography).  Multi-
disciplinary survey methods have unravelled its specific
development through time and made it possible to study
the diversity of city centres in Pisidia (Vandeput 2007). 
In 2007, the focus shifted to the remains in the
territory of Pednelissos.  One of the main reasons for
conducting the survey in the territory of the city is the
lack of knowledge of the economic basis on which the
poleis in the region thrived for a period of more than
1,000 years.  Survey results show very clearly that the
area was inhabited entirely differently in antiquity than it
is today.  The majority of the survey area and also of the
ancient city’s territory consists of a series of mountain
ridges alternating with often small, fertile valleys in
between.  The calcareous composition of the mountains
guarantees an abundant supply of water.  At present, only
the bottoms of the valleys are inhabited and cultivated
while the slopes and summits are planted with pine
forests, but in antiquity the upland areas were much more
intensively exploited.  Numerous elements of press instal-
lations show that olive oil was at least part of that
production.  Remains of habitation and terracing have
been found in now totally uninhabited areas.  In the
southern half of the survey area, the mountains are
replaced by the much lower and gentler foothills of the
Taurus mountains, and here too remains indicate intensive
agricultural exploitation of all available land.  It is in the
foothills of the Taurus mountains, where the transition
towards the Pamphylian plain is made, that Late Roman
D Ware sherds were recovered in significant numbers at
several locations as part of the Pednelissos survey
(Vandeput et al. 2004: 238, fig. 6; Kenkel 2007: 134).
Extensive survey with the help of local informants led
to the discovery of four ceramic production sites during
the 2008 field season south of Pednelissos, in an area
where the geography is less extreme and steep mountains
are replaced by gently sloping hills alternating with large,
flat areas.  These formed the focus of the fieldwork during
2009 and 2010.  At least three further production sites
have been located subsequently.  These sites provide an
important new insight into the ancient economy of the
region.  They are located a few kilometres from each
other in an area measuring approximately 7km by 5km
between the village of Hacıosmanlar in the north and the
town of Gebiz in the south (fig. 2). 
Three of the sites are located north of the Küçükaksu
river, locally called the Değirmen çayı, a tributary of the
Aksu çayı (Kestros river): Camii Yıkığı (Survey Point of
Interest POI216, Akçapınar Köyü); Kiremitli Mevkiisi
(POI213, Hacıosmanlar Köyü, Çamköy Mahallesi); and
Kömbeci Mevkii (POI199, Hacıosmanlar Köyü).  South
of the Küçükaksu river, a production site at Kadirgürü
Mevkiisi (POI261, Gebiz) is located 1km northeast of
Gebiz; another at Kuruçen Ovası (POI389, Gebiz, Camii
Yıkığı), 3km northwest of Gebiz, about 700m south of
the river; two further sites – Hacıahmet Kırı (POI411,
Gebiz) and Budaklar Mevkiisi (POI511, Gebiz, Kahyalar
Mahallesi) – are located to the west and southwest respec-
tively, between Gebiz, the Değirmen çayı and Aksu çayı.  
The three sites north of the Küçükaksu are located in
the vicinity of the river, which would have been an ideal
location for exporting their goods downstream via the
Aksu river to Perge and beyond.  At present, the
Küçükaksu river is almost dry in summer, but until a few
decades ago it could only be crossed via a bridge
throughout the year.
The kilns at Kadirgürü Mevkiisi are located at the foot
of a limestone outcrop and at the upper end of a mildly
sloping, open area.  The scant remains of some small stone
housing units figure amidst a thicket of trees about 50m in
diameter immediately to the west of the area of kilns.
At Kömbeci Mevkii, kiln debris and LRDW wasters
were located at the upper end of a steep slope on the west
side of a seasonal stream, but geophysical survey revealed
that the kilns themselves have been badly damaged by
natural erosion and ploughing.  An area of trees about 40m
in diameter at the top of the slope still bears a few traces
of buildings in the form of stones and rubble. 
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The situation is worse in Camii Yıkığı, where a signif-
icant part of the remains, which lie on the south side of
the road, has been destroyed within the last decade by
bulldozer in the process of building a terrace for an
orange grove and greenhouses.  The resulting section, 4m
high, cuts straight through layers of ceramic production
waste (fig. 3).  The ploughed surface of the orange grove
and the field to the south feature fragments of kilns and
large quantities of ceramics and wasters over an area of
some 100m by 100m.  
At Çamköy Mahallesi, the site occupies the upper
slopes of a low hill around which the Küçükaksu river
bends on its east and south sides.  Its terraces are
completely covered by bushes and narrow wheat fields
which are littered with pottery production debris.
The production site at Hacıahmet Kırı occupies a gently
undulating field currently under plough for cereal crops.
Evidence of LRDW ceramics and wasters was visible on
the ground surface following the crop harvest in July.
Sherds and wasters were also visible beneath the pine trees
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Fig. 1. Map of the provinces of Pamphylia and Pisidia providing context for the newly-discovered production sites near
Gebiz, Turkey (after Mitchell 1993: map 5)
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which grow on the gentle slope down into the valley to the
north and east of the site.  A concentration of roof tiles,
stones and undergrowth at the north end of the field signals
the presence of former buildings.  In these bushes, a heavy
stone press weight and large circular stone with concave
inner surface may be taken to suggest that the processing of
olive oil took place at Hacıahmet Kırı on a significant scale. 
Budaklar Mevkiisi lies on a low hill 40–45m in
diameter, now cultivated for olives and fenced off.  An
ancient cistern lies in the field to the south of the hill.
Near the top of the gentle slope, a bulldozer has cut a
section to reveal that the top 40cm of deposits on the hill
are thick with ceramics.  The ground surface within the
fenced area has been heavily disturbed for the
construction of a small concrete building and the planting
and subsequent irrigation of olive trees, revealing signif-
icant quantities of ceramics and LRDW wasters. 
Modern terraces cut into the hill at Kuruçen Ovası and
erosion on the steep dirt track up to the site leading from the
asphalt road below have both exposed large quantities of
LRDW ceramics on the surface together with wasters.  The
remains of a water-mill with multiple chutes lie below the
steep-sided hill.  The quantity of waste ceramic material left
in the vicinity is illustrated by the reuse of large numbers of
sherds in the fabric of a now disused mosque located
nearby.  The walls of this (later) structure were built by
placing numerous LRDW fragments in the mortar between
undressed stones on both the interior and exterior façades. 
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Fig. 2. Map showing newly-discovered production sites near Gebiz, Turkey (M. Jackson and L. Vandeput)
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These sites featured remarkably high concentrations
of ceramics on the surface, and also revealed numerous
misfired sherds (fig. 4) in recognisable forms which
indicate that these sites must have been production sites
of LRDW pottery.  Many of these sherds were wasters,
later quantified at Kadirgürü Mevkiisi, for example, at up
to c. 200 sherds, or 4–5kg of ceramics, lying on the
surface per square metre.  Clearly discernible mounds at
the centres of the sites at Kömbeci Mevkii and Çamköy
Mahallesi seemed to indicate that remains of kilns were
to be found at these spots.  
The forms defined by Hayes as Late Roman D Ware
are represented (1972: 371–86).  Hayes notes the distin-
guishing characteristics of this ware to be ‘a fine-grained
clay, heavy rather crude potting and rough irregular
rouletted decoration’ (1972: 371).  Hayes’ study divides
Late Roman D Ware into 12 main forms: medium-sized
dishes (Forms 1, 2 and 9), a series of small bowls (Forms
3, 5), large basins (Forms 7, 10, 11) and other rarer forms.
The shapes, he acknowledges, merge with one another
(1972: 372).  Subsequent typological studies have been
carried out, in particular by Meyza (2000; 2007). 
The finds at the Anatolian production sites include all
variations in quality of this ware.  At Cami Yıkığı, in
particular, sherds of very good quality red slip wares were
found, characterised by a hard, well-fired fabric and good
slip, and, yet, at this and the other sites sherds more
commonly come in a range of red-brown or purple-brown
and grey colours, and in a range of fabrics, some of them
quite soft.  This range in quality throws doubt on the
distinction between ‘real’ and ‘derivative’ ‘Cypriot Red
Slip Ware’ identified during early ceramic studies at
Pednelissos (Kenkel 2007).  It suggests that most of the
material found in the survey region was locally produced,
with its significant variety in quality and finish.  Archaeo-
logists should also consider whether these sites are the
provenance of material found further afield.  
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Fig. 3. Section exposed by a bulldozer cutting straight through layers of ceramic production waste at POI216,
Akçapınar Köyü, Camii Yıkığı (photo M. Jackson)
Fig. 4. Melted and twisted ‘wasters’ of Hayes Form 2,
created by the over-firing of vessels in the kiln, at
POI213, Hacıosmanlar Köyü, Çamköy Mahallesi,
Kiremitli Mevkiisi (photo H. Heiskanen)
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A fragment of a mould of a so-called ‘pilgrim flask’ at
Kömbeci Mevkii (fig. 5), of a type thought to have been
produced at Sagalassos (Poblome 1999: 302–01, figs 87–
88), illustrates that not only Late Roman D Ware types
were produced in the Pednelissos region.  Partially black-
slipped jugs are also part of the Pednelissos repertoire at
this and the other sites.
The production sites are situated only a few
kilometres from one another.  Their locations have all the
requirements for successful, export-oriented ceramic
production: wood for firing the kilns was readily
available in the Taurus mountains and suitable clay beds
occur close by.  The Küçükaksu river and its tributaries
provided the necessary water both for production and for
transportation to the coastal area and beyond.  These
locations resemble, for example, those of production
centres for African Red Slip Ware in the hinterland of
Carthage (Mackensen 1993: 43–59, fig. 7.11).
The main aim of the Pisidia Survey Project in 2009
and 2010 was to investigate whether Late Roman D Ware
material was indeed being produced in southern Turkey.
Key objectives were: firstly, to categorise and quantify the
concentrations of various classes and forms of ceramics,
to relate them to the topography and to correlate the results
with any kilns or other structures identified below the
ground surface by magnetometer and ground-penetrating
radar surveys; secondly, to collect raw clay samples and
export small sherds of known ceramic forms for chemical
and petrological analyses so that the material from these
sites could be compared with so-called CSRW types from
Cyprus and elsewhere in Turkey.  
At Kadirgürü Mevkiisi in 2009, the team collected,
counted and weighed all ceramic material from a sample
of 27 squares (each 5m by 5m) laid out in a grid across
the site.  From these 27 squares, the team recorded the
number and weight of all Late Roman D Ware sherds, of
fragments of cooking wares, pithoi and amphorae, as well
as tiles and stones which may have been parts of
buildings.  The ceramic sampling across the site was
designed both to recover a representative sample of
artefacts and to define the relative concentrations of
ceramics and other finds across the area.  All diagnostic
forms were collected and taken to the project house for
detailed analysis and quantification.  
Amphora, cooking ware and pithos sherds represented
a very small proportion of the total number of 15,589
sherds (nought, five and 26 sherds respectively).  The vast
majority of the assemblage comprised broken table ware
bowls and basins typical of Late Roman D Ware.  Some
of these sherds were very clearly melted and twisted
‘wasters’, created by the over-firing of vessels in the kiln.
Other clear evidence of production was provided by a
stamping tool with a cross motif, found in square D2d
(fig. 6).  Cross motifs are typical of the stamps found
inside many of these vessels (Hayes 1972: fig. 84k, l).
Another stamp, with a leaf shape (fig. 7), was found in
2010 protruding from a section created by a bulldozer at
Camii Yıkığı, where it was associated with a very large
number of dumped sherds (fig. 3).  
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Fig. 6. Stamping tool with a cross motif found at POI261
(square D2d), Gebiz, Kadirgürü Mevkiisi (drawing
J. Marples and M. Jackson)
Fig. 5. A fragment of a mould of a so-called ‘pilgrim
flask’ found at POI199, Hacıosmanlar Köyü, Kömbeci
Mevkii (drawing M. Zelle)
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A magnetometer survey of Kadirgürü Mevkiisi (fig.
8), conducted by Christina Klein (Kiel University),
revealed evidence for pottery kilns, identifiable by their
high magnetic response and typical pear shape (Cuomo di
Caprio 1992).  Their locations correlate closely with the
highest concentrations of ceramics (fig. 9), especially
towards the top of the bank about 10m from the foot of
the limestone outcrop which bounds the northeastern side
of the site.  Relatively few ceramics were found further
away from the kilns in the squares to the south of the grid.
The circular kiln chambers measure c. 3m in diameter and
were built into the bank with stokeholes extending
downhill to the southwest, to facilitate a good draft for the
firings.
Updraft kilns of this shape were constructed with a
furnace chamber or combustion chamber, divided from
the oven by a raised floor on which the vessels were laid,
from which heat and smoke rose up past the pots.  The
kiln was fed, and excess ash raked from, a stokehole
which was linked to the combustion chamber by a flue
or fire-tunnel (see, for example, Romano-British kiln
types in Swan 1984).  At other centres of slipped-ware
production, the kilns were more complicated.  At the
(earlier) east Gaulish terra sigillata kilns at Rhein-
zabern, Germany or the very large southern Gaul
production site of La Graufesenque, France, the
atmosphere in the kiln chamber was carefully controlled
by directing the smoke from the fire up through flues to
fire the vessels in their own independent atmosphere
(Jackson, Greene 2008: 503–09; Reutti, Schultz 2010).
At El Mahrine in Tunisia, where African Red Slip Ware
was produced, large cylindrical covers were found in
which the pots were placed during firing (Mackensen
1993: 88–94).  
The kilns identified at the sites near Gebiz appear to
be of the simpler type, as no evidence was found for terra-
cotta flues.  There was also no evidence for cylindrical
covers despite intensive survey.  The great variety in the
colour of waste products from Kadirgürü Mevkiisi and
the other production sites is matched by finds from
consumer sites in the region, suggesting that the simple
updraft kilns led to variations in the hardness and colour
of their products.  An understanding of this production
technology helps to explain the large number of Munsell
colours for fabrics provided by those who have worked
on Late Roman D Ware material (Kenkel 2007: 134–35;
Fırat 2000).  
At Kömbeci Mevkii, 10 squares (labelled A–J), each
5m by 5m, were sampled, consisting of a random
stratified sample to ensure a representative picture of
occupation across the site and its varied topography.  As
at Kadirgürü Mevkiisi, all body sherds were weighed on
site and diagnostic forms were quantified.  Clear evidence
of production of both tiles and table wares was found at
Kömbeci Mevkii.  A wider range of sherd types was
recovered, presumably representing items used by the
inhabitants of the site in addition to kiln products. 
At Camii Yıkığı, the fresh surface exposed by a
bulldozer and the surrounding slopes had high concentra-
tions of ceramics, moulds for flasks, wasters and kiln
fragments (burnt mud-bricks fired on one side to melting
point).  The magnetometer survey revealed clear evidence
of a kiln preserved in the undisturbed area south of the
road close to the edge of the section created by a
bulldozer, as well as revealing other features to the south.
This section was drawn and recorded by photogrammetry
and intensively sampled for ceramics in 2010.  
At Çamköy Mahallesi, a fourth site of ceramic
manufacture, large numbers of wasters of Hayes Form 2
were found eroding from a bank.  No systematic
fieldwork was carried out here, but a wide range of forms
was identified including Hayes Forms 2, 7, 8, 9 and 10c,
as well as cooking vessels and amphorae.  Evidence for
ceramic production spread over the surface of this large
hillside may indicate a relatively well-preserved
production site.  
The identification of the material from these
production sites is particularly significant because work
to date on Late Roman D Ware has taken place only at
consumer sites.  An independent and more detailed set of
types codes was generated by the team to help quantify
the various sub-forms, but the quantification clearly
shows that the main forms represented belong to the
familiar series provided by Hayes.  An overview of the
Hayes Forms represented in the illustrations presented
here (figs 10–19) conforms closely to the published reper-
toire of Late Roman D Ware.  As Hayes notes however
(1972: 372), there is significant variation and a few types
reveal possible transitional forms.  Transition seems to be
apparent, for example, between Hayes Form 7 and Form
8, between Form 7 and Form 10, and between Form 9 and
Form 10. 
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Fig. 7. Stamp with a leaf shape and circular design found
in 2010 hanging from an exposed section at POI216,
Akçapınar Köyü, Camii Yıkığı (photos M. Jackson)
Jackson, Zelle, Vandeput and Köse
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Fig. 8. POI261, Gebiz, Kadirgürü Mevkiisi. Magnetometer survey and topography (C. Klein, A. Turner, S. Aydal and
M. Jackson)
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Fig. 9. POI261, Gebiz, Kadirgürü Mevkiisi. Topography with % ceramic counts and weights (M. Jackson, A. Turner,
S. Aydal, C. Klein, K. Green and Newcastle University team).
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Fig. 10. Examples of Hayes Forms 1 and 2 from the production sites 
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Fig. 11. Examples of Hayes Forms 2, 3, 4 and 6 from the production sites
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Fig. 12. Examples of Hayes Form 7 from the production sites
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Fig. 13. Examples of Hayes Form 8 from the production sites
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Fig. 14. Examples of Hayes Form 8 Variants from the production sites
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Fig. 15. Examples of Meyza Form K5.2 from the production sites
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Fig. 16. Examples of Hayes Form 9 from the production sites
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Fig. 17. Examples of Meyza Form K1 and Hayes Forms 9, 10 and 11 from the production sites
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Fig. 18. Examples of Hayes Form 6 Variants and Well Form from the production sites
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Fig. 19. Further Late Roman D Ware forms, amphora and cooking types from the production sites
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Rather than introduce a new labelling system here, an
attempt has been made to present a representative sample
of material from the production sites in figures 10–19
according to existing type names where possible,
following Hayes (1972).  ‘Dno’ refers to the individual
drawing number used to identify a particular sherd found
by the project.  These drawn sherds have been used to
illustrate the range of types discovered so that other non-
drawn sherds can be quantified.  
There has, however, been some variation in the termi-
nology used to describe the range of forms in recent
years.  A reasonably close parallel for Hayes Form 6 from
Saranda Kolones (Hayes 2003: 495, 499, no. 275), for
example, was found at Kadirgürü Mevkiisi (fig. 11.9),
but this form differs from that represented by a larger
series of dishes and bowls found across the production
sites which are referred to as Form 6 elsewhere in the
literature (Fırat 2000: 35–36; Meyza 2000: 523; 2007: pl.
16.H6); those of this general form are represented here in
figure 18.  Meyza’s (2007) typology reworks Hayes’
Forms 9 and 10 and labels, as Form K5.2, a type previ-
ously described by Meyza as Hayes 10C (2000: 529) and
by Fırat at Perge as Hayes 9A Variant (2000: 36–37).
Examples of these have been found in substantial
numbers at the production sites near Gebiz and are
labelled here Meyza K5.2 (fig. 15). 
The vessels produced are mostly wheel-made.  At
Camii Yıkığı fragments of at least nine moulds and
moulded sherds from flasks were recovered.  If a relat-
ionship between the products and the material left on site
can be assumed, the quantification would suggest that
most products at all the sites were bowls, dishes and
basins, often featuring grooved rims.  Bases are often
stamped with motifs, including various crosses, leaves,
birds, fruits and animals.  The exterior walls often have
roughly executed rouletting and are sometimes decorated
with a long incised wavy line, or the characteristic ‘single
short incised wavy line’ which Hayes identifies as the
‘trade-mark’ of the ‘Cypriot Workshops’ (1972: 372).
Three of the production sites were selected for
intensive artefact collection.  The other four sites were
surveyed and a representative sample of products
recorded and sent to the Antalya Museum, but large
quantities of ceramics were not collected at these sites.
While figures 10–19 provide an overview of the range of
types found at the production sites, the following tables
outline the quantification of the rim sherds from
Kadirgürü Mevkiisi, Kömbeci Mevkii and Camii Yıkığı
following intensive recording of all diagnostic material
(tables 1, 2 and 3).  Quantification of each rim by sub-
form, estimated vessel equivalent (EVE) and weight
revealed the relative quantification of each form at each
of these sites.  
This quantification by form enables not only the range
and proportion of forms at each site to be considered but
also facilitates comparison between sites.  These figures
may reveal aspects of product specialisation at particular
workshops.  The use of 5m by 5m sampling grids also
enables concentrations of forms in particular areas of the
sites to be identified.  
By far the most common types from Kadirgürü
Mevkiisi can be grouped under the heading Hayes 9B;
this form represents c. 29% of total EVEs and 30% of the
total weight of diagnostic rims from the site.  At both
Kömbeçi Mevkiisi and Camii Yıkığı Form 2 represents
the highest proportion at 26% of EVEs and 18.5% weight
and 34% of EVEs and 15% weight respectively.
Additional forms which represent less than 5% were also
recorded; the tables present the forms which are best
presented within the assemblages. 
Importantly, some common forms appear to be absent
from these kiln sites at Gebiz.  Although basins feature
(fig. 17), the full range of basin rims, published from
Anemourion in particular (Williams 1989: fig. 16), seems
not to be present.  This suggests, somewhat unsurpri-
singly, the presence of further undiscovered production
sites elsewhere.
The quantification of sherd forms will enable the
range and proportion of types produced by the different
workshops to be considered.  It will facilitate an exami-
nation of the relative duration of the workshops and their
inter-relationships through time.  Little can be added here
to the argument for the absolute chronology of particular
types, since the survey material is without stratigraphic
provenance, but a useful summary of the dating of the
forms has recently been published which can be used in
conjunction with the quantification from this survey
(Poblome, Fırat 2011).  Traditional dating would place
the majority of the material recovered during the survey
between the fifth and the end of the seventh centuries AD,
but Armstrong argues that the later forms of Late Roman
D Ware, such as Form 9, be dated later than the traditional
terminus of AD 700 (Armstrong 2009).  The large number
of examples of Form 9 at these kiln sites in Asia Minor is
important to note.  Also noteworthy is the existence of
fused wasters in different forms which were fired contem-
poraneously, for example sherds of Form 1 and Form 8
from Camii Yıkığı.  
The fabric of the material from the kiln sites near
Gebiz in Turkey is macroscopically relatively varied:
mostly it is fine and smooth with clean breaks, but while
some sherds have almost no visible inclusions, others
feature up to 5% lime inclusions up to c. 0.5mm in size
with occasional sub-angular, black inclusions; there are
very wide ranges of colour and finish.  The descriptions
of the Late Roman D Ware fabric published by Waagé
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Form number EVE No. of rimsherds
Rim weight
(g) % total EVE
% total rim
weight
% total no.
of rim sherds
Hayes Form 9B (fig. 16) 6,614 1,021 40,615 28.84 30.19 29.19
Meyza Form 6 (fig. 18.1–3) 3,184 474 5,415 13.88 4.03 13.55
Hayes Form 8 (figs 13 and 14) 3,216 440 14,567 14.02 10.83 12.58
Hayes Form 2 (figs 10 and 11) 2,497 385 6,991 10.89 5.20 11.01
Hayes Form 10 (fig. 17.4) 1,683 291 20,743 7.34 15.42 8.32
Meyza Form K5.2 (fig. 15) 1,764 276 12,860 7.69 9.56 7.89
Hayes Form 7 (fig. 12) 1,253 193 17,663 5.46 13.13 5.52
Quantified rim forms with less
than 5% representation
2,722 418 15,662 11.88 11.64 11.94
Totals 22,933 3,498 134,516 100 100 100
Table 1. Table of rim-sherd quantification for POI261, Gebiz, Kadırgürü Mevkiisi (M. Jackson and Newcastle
University team). EVE = estimated vessel equivalent
Form number EVE No. of rimsherds
Rim weight
(g) % total EVE
% total rim
weight
% total no.
of rim sherds
Hayes Form 2 (figs 10 and 11) 1,252 175 5,920 25.66 18.50 23.06
Hayes Form 9B (fig. 16) 818 111 4,964 16.77 15.51 14.62
Cooking (fig. 19.8–9) 328 84 3,234 6.72 10.11 11.07
Amphora (fig. 19.7) 110 78 4,240 2.25 13.25 10.28
Meyza Form K5.2 (fig. 15) 306 45 3,075 6.27 9.61 5.93
Meyza Form 6 (fig. 18.1–3) 330 43 804 6.76 2.51 5.67
Hayes Form 10 (fig. 17.4) 197 39 3,353 4.04 10.48 5.14
Quantified rim forms with less
than 5% representation
1,538 184 6,407 31.53 20.03 24.23
Totals 4,879 759 31,997 100 100 100
Table 2. Table of rim-sherd quantification for POI199, Hacıosmanlar Köyü, Kömbeci Mevkii (M. Jackson and
Newcastle University team). EVE = estimated vessel equivalent
(1948: 52), Hayes (1972: 371) and Williams (1989: 28) in
general show a relatively consistent fabric with
occasional lime inclusions, but all emphasise the signif-
icant ranges of finish and colour, with the vessels often
fired brown and purple.  Hayes notes the huge degree of
variation in colour ‘from orange, brown and red to a deep
maroon, purple or sepia; a pinkish or maroon tint is
commonest’ (Hayes 1972: 371).  Kenkel (2007) and Fırat
(2000) both argue that there is a clear difference between
‘Cypriot Red Slip Ware’ sherds and ‘imitations’ or ‘deriv-
atives’.  The sherds from the production sites seem to
cover this whole range.  They vary in fabric and are fired
with varying degrees of hardness and in a range of
colours, due perhaps to the firing technology employed.
Many are soft and poorly fired, but at Camii Yıkığı in
particular, many others left at the site are very smooth,
hard and well fired with an orange or red colour typical of
the best ‘Cypriot Red Slip Ware’.  It is clear that material
with a range in quality was produced at these sites near
Gebiz.  Kenkel and Fırat are incorrect to identify ‘deriva-
tives’ (or ‘imitations’) on the basis of a lower-quality
product (softer fabric, irregular colouration).  Instead, the
same kilns produced both good-quality and poorer-
quality products (as measured by the hardness and
fineness of the clay fabric), and a whole range of colours,
which is a consequence of the simple techniques of
stacking and firing a basic updraft kiln, without ‘kiln
furniture’. 
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Form number EVE No. of rimsherds
Rim weight
(g) % total EVE
% total rim
weight
% total no.
of rim sherds
Hayes Form 2 (figs 10 and 11) 2,208 304 10,364 34.39 15.06 36.28
Hayes Form 7 (fig. 12) 981 118 12,668 15.28 18.40 14.08
Hayes Form 9B (fig. 16) 795 97 4,782 12.38 6.95 11.58
Hayes Form 1 (fig. 10) 648 85 4,038 10.09 5.87 10.14
Hayes Form 8 (figs 13 and 14) 565 76 8,010 8.80 11.64 9.07
Large basin (fig. 17.5–6) 417 58 15,622 6.49 22.69 6.92
Dolium (everted flat rim; not
illustrated)
226 29 9,882 3.52 14.36 3.46
Quantified rim forms with less
than 5% representation
581 71 3,473 9.05 5.03 8.47
Totals 6,421 838 68,839 100 100 100
Table 3. Table of rim-sherd quantification for POI216, Akçapınar Köyü, Camii Yıkığı (M. Jackson and Newcastle
University team). EVE = estimated vessel equivalent
It has been argued that it is strongly likely, based on
chemical comparison of Late Roman D Ware sherds and
Cypriot clays, that Late Roman D Ware sherds found on
Cyprus were made on the island (Meyza 1995; Rautman
1995).  Although no kilns have yet been identified, the
clustering of material along valleys in southwest Cyprus
also suggests that the pottery may have been produced there
(Meyza 2007: map 1).  If Late Roman D Ware was made
also on Cyprus, then the recent discoveries would suggest
that potters in Asia Minor were engaging in this economy
and may have been in close contact with those on Cyprus.
Their proximity means that it would not be surprising that
potters were producing similar forms in both Asia Minor
and Cyprus; manufacture of similar products from different
regions is well attested elsewhere, but may not simply be
the result of direct contact (Greene 1978).  There is a
common language or koine of pottery production
(Poblome, Fırat 2011).  Although it should be noted that it
has not been proven conclusively that Late Roman D Ware
was produced on Cyprus, Rautman has argued for a signi-
ficant relationship between the Late Roman D Ware from
Kalvassos-Kopetra on Cyprus and three samples of terra
rossa from local outcrops (1995: 335, pl. 11).  The soils
around Gebiz, Turkey, are also calcareous terra rossas.  So
these newly-discovered production sites could potentially
be the primary source of the ware, rather than Cyprus, and
thus warrant further investigation.  On current evidence,
both possibilities remain open.  Chemical and petrographic
work on samples should make it possible to establish the
relationship both between the clay sources and fabrics of
the wares from the production sites and the terra rossa clay
sources and the wares that have been identified on Cyprus
and elsewhere.  Samples have been exported and in colla-
boration with colleagues working elsewhere in Turkey and
Cyprus we will be conducting a programme of archaeo-
metrical analyses.  Whatever the results, they will be of
great interest and will have significant implications for the
economic understanding of the region.  
Discussion and conclusions 
The ceramic forms produced near Gebiz reflect the whole
repertoire of Late Roman D Ware production.  Further
fieldwork and closer analysis of this material in the light
of examples discovered elsewhere is needed in order to
establish whether these newly-discovered sites are repre-
sentative of the entire industry or just a small part of it.  
The seven production sites located provide evidence
for economic activity in the region in the late Roman/early
Byzantine period.  This area lies in a geographical zone
where the steep upland topography of Pisidia meets the
flatter land of the Pamphylian coastal region.  These sites
are located at clay sources within a few kilometres of each
other, and, from here, the ceramics were probably traded
downstream to the large city located close to the Aksu at
Perge and probably beyond by sea around the Mediter-
ranean.  Local people remember that the Küçükaksu river
was used for transporting wood downstream and that
crossing was never possible other than by bridges
(Mehmet Tekin 2012, personal communication). This
situation changed in recent decades when upland springs
were tapped to supply drinking water and new irrigation
methods resulted in both the damming of the Küçükaksu
and mechanical pumping to redirect water to support
intensive crop growing in fields and modern greenhouses.
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This new kind of agriculture represents a diversion from
traditional agricultural practice and has lowered substan-
tially the water level in the Aksu and its tributaries.  In the
past, however, rafts or flat-bottomed boats could have been
used to carry the comparatively heavy ceramic goods
efficiently to market, although wheeled vehicles travelling
on roads across the relatively flat Pamphylian plain, or
inland, would also have been a clear possibility.  Large
numbers of olive and/or grape presses and the remains of
water-mills for processing grain found in the foothills
surrounding the ceramic workshops suggest that
substantial quantities of goods were coming to market and
it would make practical sense to bring heavy goods down
slope through the valleys (Vandeput et al. 2012: 276).  It
may be no coincidence that these successful ceramic
workshops were located close to the point where the
topography changed.  At this point agricultural products
from the hills may have passed, and the ceramics might
easily have followed the same route.  This locality
provides an ideal combination of factors which would
have contributed to its choice for the ceramic workshops:
the essential raw materials of wood, clay and water were
available for the actual production; relatively easy access
by river, or over more or less level ground, facilitated good
transport links to the Pamphylian harbour cities, signi-
ficant markets and places which were comparatively close. 
The production sites themselves are relatively small
and suggest a series of workshops operating as part of a
larger economic unit.  Such modes of production forming
nucleated industries are typical of the countryside in the
later Roman world (Peacock 1982: 103).  Here is a useful
case-study of fine ware being produced not in giant kilns
as in some earlier periods elsewhere (Peacock 1982: 114–
28), but rather as part of nucleated rural workshops.  Their
production close to the Küçükaksu river in southern Asia
Minor must represent part of a thriving late Roman rural
economy which exported these ceramic wares, and presu-
mably agricultural goods, down the Küçükaksu river and
the Aksu to the Mediterranean.  It is thus no surprise that
this material has been found in such quantities at Perge
which must have been one of the main regional markets
(Fırat 2000).  The pattern of production site distribution
near the river prompts us to ask how the goods were trans-
ported and one might postulate middlemen or negotiatores
operating as part of an organised system, as they worked
on what may have been a busy river, to carry a variety of
goods to market (Peacock 1982: 106).  
Pottery is well known to represent proxy evidence for
the overseas export of other bulk products such as cereals,
textiles, olive oil, wine etc., where the valuable pottery
piggy-backed on large merchant ships, to remain as the
most visible archaeological trace of both these goods and
the route followed.  The role of the Pamphylian exchange
networks which carried ceramics from their source at these
pottery workshops on to Perge and other cities is likely to
have been different, since the craft or vehicles would have
been much smaller.  But the idea that these ceramic goods
might represent markers of part of a complex inland
exchange network, following a similar route as some other
products, remains plausible.  As it is highly likely that this
ceramic industry was related to trade in other products,
defining its distribution may help us to understand the role
of the region in the exchange of perishable (less archaeo-
logically visible) goods.  Open vessel forms are easily
stacked and could be readily transported alongside other
cargos.  One might therefore consider the potential of these
red slipped table wares as proxy evidence for other kinds
of economic goods as part of a broader economy of which
these ceramics are but one marker (Greene 2005: 43–44).
These production sites should also be understood in the
wider archaeological and historical context of this region
of the eastern Mediterranean and southern Asia Minor, as
part of a multi-disciplinary approach to the landscape.  
The discovery, around the eastern Mediterranean, of so
much material in Late Roman D Ware forms, it has been
argued, reflects a ceramic koine discernible through shared
types and wares, even though there may have been no
direct and conscious link between production centres
(Poblome, Fırat 2011).  Distributions over this wide area
offer us the potential to consider the patterns in human
decisions which were their cause.  Consumption of similar
ceramic vessels on this scale and over such great distances,
particularly across the Mediterranean, may reflect other
exchange systems as well as similarities in food prepa-
ration methods or in dining practice.  Consumer patterns
and social ideas may be reflected in the use of pottery to
mimic other household objects, the use of pottery, for
example, made to look in colour and finish like metal may
explain the rouletting of so many of these vessels.
Metalwork is certainly the inspiration, if perhaps indirect,
for the repoussé knobs in Hayes Forms 4–8 (fig. 11.6–8). 
The fact that high numbers of wares in these forms are
found at cities both on Cyprus and in Turkey is undeniable.
The discovery of these workshops in southern Asia Minor
undermines the assumption that Cyprus was the only or the
main centre of production for these wares, and suggests
that, for the present, attention should be focused on southern
Anatolia and the margins of the Pamphylian plain as the
only certainly established production area.  Late Roman D
Ware has been found across the Mediterranean: in large
quantities at coastal sites in southern Asia Minor, Syria,
Palestine, Egypt and Cyprus, as well as at locations inland
in all these areas.  These production sites provide physical
evidence for the potential links between Pisidia and
Pamphylia and consumer sites across the region where this
ware, if indeed chemically similar, has been found. 
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Even if there turn out to be other production centres of
vessels in these forms elsewhere, the discovery of these
sites offers the potential to reconsider the role of Pisidia
and Pamphylia in the dynamics of exchange in the eastern
Mediterranean and to explore the decisions behind siting
ceramic manufacture at these sites and conducting
exchange from this location.  The broad distribution raises
questions about the social and economic practices which
lay behind the exchange pattern.  The role of this region of
southern Asia Minor in supplying these goods must be
considered together with its role also as a consumer within
a Mediterranean network. 
These newly-discovered production sites in southern
Turkey demand that the confusing term ‘Cypriot Red Slip
Ware’ be avoided when discussing this particular
material.  Others have used the term ‘so-called “Cypriot
Red Slip”’ (Fırat 2000) or ‘Cypriot Red Slip derivatives’
(Kenkel 2007), thereby structuring their own arguments
around Hayes’ 1972 interpretation.  It seems wisest to
follow Armstrong’s recent suggestion, to revert to
Waagé’s original name of  ‘Late Roman D Ware’, as is the
practice of those working in Syria (Armstrong 2009:
158–59).
The discovery of these production sites prompts us to
re-examine the entire network of trading connections in
the eastern Mediterranean and to rethink the role of the
southern Anatolian provinces in the wider economy of the
eastern Mediterranean.  
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